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 ICE BREAKER OPENING  

     



THE BIG PICTURE ACROSS AMERICA 

HEALTHCARE RESHAPING THE FUTURE 



OUR RCM WORLD EVOLVES 

 Our health system in the 1996  was Seven hospitals with 13,000 employees 

came together as Community Health Alliances to form BayCare 

 Why mergers of hospital systems became the new reality in the business 

world. Solitary hospitals were losing ground and partnering up in 

competitive markets. 

 Large Payer Managed Care markets dictated payment structures to stand 

alone hospitals, no clout to negotiate reasonable reimbursement.  

 Buying Power! Rising costs and lower prices needed to compete in the 

consumer market; these are the biggest challenges faced by small 

companies. 

  Quality care costs in particular can have a big impact on the bottom line. 

Hospitals must have new technology and expanded services to compete. 



BAYCARE HEALTH SYSTEM RECENT HISTORY  

 Today BayCare is 15 hospitals, 3491 licensed beds, large home care division 
and 32,000 strong in team members and physicians. We more than doubled 
in size!. Recently we added 13 Urgent Care centers! Five more just 
announced in January 2017.  

 Tremendous growth in the past two years. PFS converted 15 hospitals to a 
new computer system in 18 months; opened a new hospital, purchased a 
hospital, and moved hundreds of employees to new offices and jobs. Moved 
to ICD-10 coding and trained staff. Phenomenal change in environments 
with lots of obstacles. BayCare is growing new business lines, expansion of 
services, and new technology.  

 Look at the changes at your facility; then multiple it by other providers and 
business lines! Our success shows in the expansion and continued growth. 

 Growing pains yes, fast paced changes absolutely, twenty years of change 
has reshaped all our organizations. We are not alone in reshaping our 
hospitals /organizations. Look at the other health systems in Florida merging 
to survive. Name some of the changes?  

 How does it feel to be in an industry of change and flux?  

 

 



CHANGE MANAGEMENT THEORIES AND 

HUMAN NATURE 

 Unknown factors are a worry 

 Changes to routines aren’t comfortable 

 We are going to look at the ICEBERG THEORY  

 Evaluate how we see the differences 

 The stages we go through culture transition 

 Think about management strategy and overcoming the negative aspects 

of change-Drucker’s Theory 

 



Above the water level: 
factors mostly visible 
and agreed by both 
sides.  

Red arrow = iceberg rises 
with success and maturity, 
experience, etc., (Bringing 
invisible perceived factors 
into the visible agreed 
contract. 

Black arrows = influences 
on the work and pay.  

Blue arrows = 
influences on 
employee and 
employer affecting 
perceptions, 
mostly invisible or 
misunderstood by 
the other side.  



Analyzing The Iceberg  

 

 Below the water  

 Factors mostly perceived differently 

by both sides, hidden, or not 

agreed. 

 Left Side- Examples-Employee inputs 

informal, perceived, and unwritten 

 Right Side- Rewards Employer 

 Do we see things in the same way?  



How we perceive things in our 

lives. Is this an opportunity or a 

drastic change in your life? Where 

we go depends on each one of us.       

: 
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LEADERSHIP TRANSPARENCY TWO SIDES 

LEADERSHIP 

 Psychological Contract 

 Employee Trust and openness 

towards employer 

 Employee awareness of the facts 

 Objectivity in judging the contract 

 Building a case for change 

 Challenge of change-rational 

analytical, problem side of the 

brain.  

 What happened the imposed 

timelines were met?  

EMPLOYEE 

 Psychological Contract 

 Emotional case for change why, 

when, what, need for change. 

 Align rational and emotional 

elements 

 A new reality understand the 

emotional case-commit to 

change 

 If we resist enough it will go away 

 What’s in it for me/how does it 

impact me-feelings 

 



CHANGE MANAGEMENT MOVING INTO 

A NEW ENVIRONMENT  

CULTURE TRANSITION WHERE ARE WE? 

The fact is that most change initiatives are done “to” employees, not implemented “with” them 
or “by” them. Leaders push behavior change from the top and expect it to cascade through the 
formal structure. The informal culture left to instinct and chance will likely dig in its heels and 
resist or even hijack the change.  
“The last words in a business of yesterday…We never did it this way.  
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THE JOURNEY WHAT DO WE DO 

MOVING FORWARD? 

THE ROAD MAP SO FAR RESISTANCE- WHY PEOPLE? 

OUR PERSONAL PERCEPTION 

 People don’t like change- proven  fact-
put something away in the wrong place… 

 Change will result in loss of something 

 People had no say in the decision 

 Change was a surprise 

 The change will fail not our way 

 Can’t see the benefit for themselves 

 Believe there is a lack of commitment 
from others 

 We are not change agents… 
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EMPATHY PROCESS UNDERSTAND 

RATIONALIZE CHANGE IN OUR ROLES 

Sensible Discussions 

 Listen and understand without 

judgment 

 Change acceptance and 

rational approach 

 Transition Period adjusting to 

new roles and big changes 

New Reality 

 Emotional case for change needed 

to accept transformation 

 Commit to change and work 

through it 

 The best set of tools to get there 

 Perseverance and consistency in our 

new roles 

 The right mindset where is my future 

 Best set of tools for your career 

 Yield positive outcomes 

 



Hospitals and Care Systems of the 

Future- a Shift from the Traditional Roles 

Hospitals and Care Systems of the Future-- 
page 9.  



http://www.aha.org/advocacy-

issues/physician/macra-video-series.shtml 



External Factors Changing Physician 

Practices and Make-up - Our Ice Flow 

New Physicians Entering 

Business 
 Becker’s Hospital Review 2/24/16- An 

overwhelming majority of physicians 
choose employment over private 
practice out of necessity, according to 
The Medicus Firm.  

 The data shows in 2015 that 92.07 % of 
physicians were placed as employees.  

 Just under 8 percent of physicians were 
placed in private practice, according 
to the report. 

  Among private practice placements, 
more physicians — 6.17 percent — 
opted for a net income guarantee, 
and 1.76 percent opted for gross 
income guarantee. 

Why is it better to be an 

employee versus employer 
 Income security/start-up costs in sole 

practices. 

  Government and large payers dictate 

reimbursement schemes.  

 Dealing with finance issues is difficult 

 Overhead expenses and personnel 

employment- major purchasing power.  

 New payment reimbursement models ACO’s, 

quality models 

 Work Life Balance as an employee 

 Moving into a clinically integrated model.  

 Population health management ACO 

mentality 



Manage Change Resistance  

Restarting the Perception with Theory 

Our New Image  

 Committing to change and working 

through the rough spots. 

 How do we cope reimaging 

ourselves; establishing personal goals 

and career plans 

 Where do we go from here? 

DRUCKER Theory 

 Put People before Profits 

 To Survive and Succeed, every 
organization will have to turn itself 
into a change agent 

 The most effective way to 
manage change is to create it. 

 Change should be implemented 
with consistency and 
implemented smoothly. 

 Peter Drucker, was the Father of 
American Management 

 In the past two years did we have 
a choice in the change transition 
path?  

http://deanlindsay.com/leadership-speaker/change-management-speaker/


  



How the World looks upside down 

How the world looks 

upside 

What Next Breakout 

Session 

 What questions do you have? 

 What changes do you think RCM Teams 

could make to help you and 
communicate with you?  

 What can we offer for the future 

 Goals help us formulate our life plan 

 Successful people try to plan for 

improvements 

 Personal Goal Plans 
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Perform more Ice Breaker  Exercises 

Exercises 

 ICEBREAKER Rubber balls 

 Going forward we will have a 

perception of healthcare 

Evolution 

 Being Successful takes effort and 

changes 

 What can we do to help with 

processes and new roles? 

  What can we do together?  

 

Parking Lot Notes  

 Suggestions for improvements 

Leadership 

 Suggestions for improvements 

Team Members 

 Communications Improvements 

 Training needs 

 Team Activities 

 Take backs to Management 

 Career Counseling 

 Follow-up Plans 

 

 



Future Communications Model 

 How do we keep everyone informed? No surprises and lots of updates 

 How to we communicate needed changes? Newsletter, e-mail 

updates, video messages, and training sessions or team meetings.  

 What’s coming in the future with health systems? Understand the 

impact of the new payment models  

 Keep up with education and experts in our field. 

 AAHAM will keep you informed 

 Use our resources to empower your team members 

 Knowledge is key to success in any business  



Determining my future- My Personal Goal Sheet  

  

Name________________________          Date__________ 

  
Today I am making a plan for myself and a vision of where I want to be in five years. These goals 

can be personal or professional career goals. I am limited by my own vision. Call it your bucket list, 

my vision, or goals. Writing it down makes it real and concrete: 

  

1) 

  

2) 

  

3) 

  

4) 

   
This is for your use, if education or advanced learning is in your plan look to BayCare there are benefits 

available. BayCare Tuition Department/Education can help you explore options.  

Remember to review and update your list. Experts say we should review our lists periodically and have a 

five year plan. If you envision change you will make steps to make it happen. If you accomplish one goal 

add another. This is the journey only you can make! “A goal properly set is halfway reached.”Zig Zigler 

http://www.lifesuccessquotes.com/31-zig-ziglar-quotes-that-will-help-you-set-achieve-your-goals/ 

 



  SPEAKER CONTACT INFO  

  

 

 

 Marty Lassiter 

marty.lassiter@baycare.org 

727-281-9182 

 Claire Lester 

claire.lester@baycare.org 

727-281-9020 

Stakeholder Model 

How we support one another and 

our shared future. 
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